EXCLUSIVE REPORT
Information from EFD Induction

The EFD Induction Weldac
What it is, how it works and why you should care

What it is
‘Weldac’ is EFD Induction’s range of solid-state welders for tube and pipe welding. A standard
Weldac system comprises a diode rectifier, IGBT inverter modules, an output section, busbar
and operator control section. Although typically used with an induction coil for induction welding, Weldacs can also be fitted with contact heads for contact welding. Weldacs are available
with power outputs of 50-2,200 kW. Low- and medium-power Weldacs are housed in a single
cabinet. Those above 600 kW are housed in two.
But Weldac is much more than a physical welder. It also includes the support and back-up
of EFD Induction, Europe’s largest induction heating company. This support ranges from
maintenance to operator training to spares logistics. And with a global network of factories,
offices and workshops, this back-up is never too far away.
How it works
The Weldac is the benchmark of induction welders, offering levels of uptime, output and
product quality that are unrivalled in the tube and pipe industry. Several factors contribute
to this premium performance. Chief among them is the use of rugged, reliable IGBT transistors in the inverter. Previously, the generally accepted highest frequency range for these
reliable IGBTs was 125-150 kHz. This meant that IGBT transistors were limited to welding
large diameter pipe.
But then came EFD Induction’s patented breakthrough. This innovation essentially ‘splits’
the system, reducing the maximum effective switching frequency of, say, a 400 kHz system
into quarters of 100 kHz switching for each IGBT module. The end result is the Weldac
delivers efficient power transfer at frequencies up to 500 kHz—and all delivered with the
exceptional reliability that IGBT transistors are known for. In fact, our IGBT transistors are
so reliable at high frequencies that the Weldac is the only tube and pipe welder to be backed
by a five-year warranty for the system’s inverter modules and driver cards.
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Why you should care
The Weldac is a powerful and proven business tool that helps you in three key areas:
1. It reduces costs
2. It increases output
3. It improves quality
Of course, we wouldn’t want you to just take our word for the commercial and technical benefits of the Weldac. That’s why we urge you to read the many case stories, technical articles,
testimonials and Return-on-Investment analyses we have on file.
But before you contact your nearest EFD Induction office for more information, take a few
minutes to learn exactly how a Weldac can improve your business’s costs, productivity and
quality.
1. Reducing costs
First of all, let’s look at how the Weldac reduces your costs. And to do this, we will examine
in detail the single most important factor behind a welder’s long-term costs—its uptime.
1a) Better uptime—how Weldac survives short circuits
Uptime—the period of time your equipment is actually capable of operating according to
specification—is the bedrock of your company’s prosperity. And as we all know, the biggest
threat to a tube welder’s uptime is a short circuit. But as the following section shows, Weldac welders are armed with breakthrough technology that makes them virtually immune to
short circuit failure—good news if you want to extract maximum uptime and productivity
from your welder.
The most common reason for the loss of uptime in a welder is a short circuit in the load,
usually triggered by arcing caused by slivers or burrs of metal. But whereas such short
circuits knock most welders out of solid-state operation, the Weldac typically remains fully
functioning.
Part of the reason for the Weldac’s continued operation is the behavior of the Weldac’s
voltage-fed inverter. When a short circuit occurs in a Weldac, the resonance point shifts
upwards in frequency. Thanks to a high Q-factor, the impedance, because it is operating out
of resonance, increases sharply. This in turn leads to a current drop from the inverter. (See
Fig. 1 for a step-by-step explanation.) Some people mistakenly believe that a short circuit
causes a spike in current flow in welders with series resonant circuits. But as we have seen,
exactly the opposite is the case! In fact, a short circuit does not cause any high and dangerous current either in the inverter or anywhere else in the Weldac.
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Figure 1

MOSFET-equipped welders, on the other hand, are highly susceptible to unscheduled downtime caused by short circuits in the coil. This is because such a short circuit triggers an increase in the load resonant frequency, which in turn causes current zero crossing to happen
before inverter voltage switching. Such switching considerably raises the risk of activating
the parasitic bipolar transistor in MOSFETs not operating with a series diode—something
that immediately destroys the MOSFET transistor.
A short circuit across the coil in a Weldac has a completely different—and happier—outcome. Because the IGBT transistor modules feature ultra-fast and soft-recovery freewheeling
diodes, steady-state operation is swiftly and safely regained following a short circuit across
the coil. Of course, the arc must not be allowed to burn for an excessive period of time. But
as long as there is a function to limit arc burn, the IGBT module emerges completely unharmed from a coil short circuit. However, IGBT transistors are so rugged, and the frequency
and current regulation so fast, that they can even survive long-duration short circuits. To
see such a short circuit, and how the Weldac continues in steady-state operation, click here
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1b) Better uptime—how Weldac avoids fatigue and jamming
The Weldac operates with the lowest possible voltage in the output circuit. This is partly
because the Weldac does not have any extra variable series inductance, either to achieve
some measure of power matching or frequency adjustment. Welders that add such inductance also add voltage. This is an undeniable law of nature, and one that results in higher
voltage in such welders’ compensating capacitors.
The Weldac avoids the dangers of high-voltage operation by being designed with low—and
without any extra—internal inductance. Moreover, the Weldac’s capacitors are low-inductance, high-current modules that are specifically designed for high-frequency welding applications. To ensure long lifetime, Weldac capacitors feature a maximum hot spot temperature
of 70°C (158°F) at maximum reactive power, and an allowance for thermal expansion of the
capacitor elements. Unfortunately, the commercially available capacitor types used in other
welders tend to have excessive internal inductance. They also typically use a mechanical
design which does not take into account the thermal expansion of the capacitor elements
during operation.
Some welders with a parallel resonant output circuit use variable series inductance as a
way of obtaining some matching capabilities. The major disadvantage with this attempt to
gain matching capabilities is the number of moving electromechanical parts in the output
circuit, which are prone to wear and jamming. Should relays and electrical motors be used
for controlling, these components are also likely to face fatigue problems. The Weldac has
automatic electronic load matching in the inverter that does not require the continuous operation of moving mechanical components.
1c) Better uptime—how Weldac survives tough environments
The Weldac is as tough and rugged as the environments it has to work in. With all the power
components inside the cabinet being water cooled, the Weldac operates faultlessly at ambient temperatures of 5° - 50 °C (41 °- 122 °F). The water-cooling circuits, too, are built to
work in harsh conditions, and can handle inlet temperatures up to 35 °C (95 °F).
Some welders on the market require a dedicated chilled room when operating in high ambient temperatures. Not the Weldac. A water/air cooler is fitted as standard inside each
cabinet. These coolers, which are electronically monitored to ensure they remain above the
dew point, keep the ambient temperature inside the cabinet within operating range for all
components.
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2. Increasing output
In section one we examined the features that maximize a Weldac’s uptime. The following
section will examine another critical factor: how to maximize output, particularly by reducing scrap during changeovers.
1a) Better output—why Weldac uses recipes
To minimize scrap during changeovers, mill and welder parameters from previous successful production runs should be available as a recipe for the next product. This is because
recipes mean the operator does not have to perform test runs to find the correct power input and weld quality for the next product. Where temperature monitoring is used, the weld
temperature set-point and tolerances must be included in the recipe. The recipe should be
downloadable to the welder’s control system, and should be used to automatically preset
the required settings for automatic power/speed control for the product to be welded. These
settings are:
• Adjustable mill speed at which weld power is turned on, to minimize scrap
• Start weld power offset
• Weld power-speed gain slope
Of course, successful changeovers do not rely solely on recipes. Experience shows that the
mill (weld) set-up is important for weld quality and power consumption. The mill set-up
parameters should definitely be defined in a mill set-up recipe and, together with the welder
recipe, should be available for the overall mill quality system. Recipes for existing products
can also be used as good starting points when new products are to be welded. This minimizes scrap, and reduces start-up times for new products—thereby maximizing mill throughput.
1b) Better output—changeovers and automatic matching
Operators have many tasks to perform during a changeover. It is therefore best to minimize
the number of adjustments to the welder or coil in order to achieve safe and reliable operation. Different welder designs influence this part of the operator’s workload. Some welder
manufacturers offer welders with matching capabilities, while also offering cheaper versions
that lack the ability to match the load to the power supply.
A welder with some means of matching is one that can match the different loads’ electrical
characteristics (impedances) to the power supply of the welder, in order to deliver nominal
(maximum) output power. The impedance is influenced by the tube dimensions, mill weld
setup and induction coil size and position. For a welder without matching, the coils must be
specially designed to match the load (coil and steel strip) to the welder’s power supply—a
costly business.
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Welders that do not have a matching range have only one operating point at which nominal
power is available. It is not feasible to reach this single point for more than a few tube dimensions through coil design alone. This means that available output power and weld speed
is extremely sensitive to weld set-up variations. If the single optimal coil is damaged, a
replacement coil, originally designed for a larger size tube, will reduce available power and
throughput. In a situation like this, the number of test runs and the amount of scrap will
increase. Moreover, to obtain nominal power through coil design can lead to a coil that does
not optimize the weld process—thus threatening throughput in steady state operation, not
only during changeover.

Figure 2
A welder with some means of matching may not be straightforward to operate during changeovers. Whether this is the case depends on how the matching feature is implemented. Welders are available with and without some matching range, where parts of the total operating
area are unsafe (Fig 2a and 2b). In these cases the operator is responsible for running the
welder within the safe area. A welder is likely to be damaged if operated in unsafe areas.
Welders with such matching are better than welders without any matching range, but they
place more demands on the operator. They also require more test runs at changeover, which
increases scrap.
The best overall solution is a welder with a broad matching range to cope with unexpected
operating conditions and the practical tolerances required by the welding process. A welder
offering a total operating area without any unsafe areas is undoubtedly the optimum choice
(Fig. 2c). The Weldac offers this feature, thereby ensuring easy operation during changeover,
and minimizing scrap and changeover times.
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3. Improving quality
So far we have looked at the Weldac’s high uptime and throughput. We will now see how
the Weldac minimizes output power ripple—something that is a well-known challenge when
trying to obtain consistent welding temperatures.
A welder’s power supply rectifier converts the AC mains supply voltage and current to DC
voltage and current. This is then fed to the inverter, creating the power supply’s high frequency alternating output voltage and current. The most widely used rectifier types are the
diode rectifier and the thyristor controlled rectifier (SCR). Both of these are of the line-commutating type and will, therefore, be the origin of the ripple on the DC voltage and current.
Should no action be taken to avoid ripple in the output power, the weld temperature will
vary with a stable ripple frequency dictated by the mains frequency. 50 and 60Hz mains
supply results in 300 and 360Hz ripple frequency, respectively. The consequences of such
a ripple depend primarily on its magnitude. There are two situations in which the ripple can
negatively impact weld quality. The first is at a high weld speed on small tubes. For weld
speeds in the 150 - 200m/min (~500 - 650ft/min) range and tube outside diameter in the
12.7 - 15.9 (1/2" - 5/8") range, and with a distance of around 32mm (1.25") from induction
coil to weld point, the heating time of the strip edges will be 9 - 13ms. This corresponds to
3 - 4.5 times the cycle time for 300 - 360Hz ripple. To further describe the situation, we
look at two ‘infinitely’ small volumes of material in the strip edges on their way towards the
weld point, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3
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The volume ΔV1 enters the weld zone first and the heating time is given by the length Lv
and the weld speed. Volume ΔV1 experiences a power that is related to the DC voltage indicated in Fig. 4, which shows the non-smoothed DC voltage when using a passive diode
or thyristor-controlled rectifier (at full power). Volume ΔV2 enters the weld zone just after
volume ΔV1 and will be heated during an equally long heating time as ΔV1, in this example
4.25 times the cycle time of the ripple. But ΔV2 will face a different power input, indicated
by the corresponding DC voltage in Fig. 5. Due to the ripple and the different starting point
with respect to time, the average voltage (and power), indicated by the shaded areas, will be
different, since A11/4 is less than A21/4. At a lower weld speed the heating time is longer.
Using 8.25 times the cycle time of the ripple as an example, the difference in total area,
due to the difference in A11/4 and A21/4, will be almost half the value at the high speed.
This shows that the ripple has a larger impact on weld power stability at high speeds than
at low speeds.
The second situation where the amount of ripple often plays an important part is high frequency welding of stainless steel tubes. These steels have a high chromium content that oxidizes during welding. The chromium oxide, together with other oxides, forms a hard refractory material with a higher melting point than the base steel. Unless the weld temperature is
increased to get molten material across the whole faying surfaces, these solid particles are
trapped inside the weld due to poor squeeze out. Conversely, if too much material is melted,
the weld vee may become unstable, with possible weld defects as a result. The temperature
window when welding stainless steel is, therefore, narrower than for low carbon steel, and a
ripple in output power will have a larger effect on weld quality and scrap production.
There are three ways to handle the unwanted ripple:
1. Install smoothing circuitry (DC capacitor, DC choke or both)
2. Regulate power after rectification of the AC mains
3. A combination of the above two
The first option is the only one for vacuum tube and solid state welders with a controlled
rectifier (SCR). These welders rely solely on installed smoothing and filtering circuitry, which
tends to be heavy and bulky equipment. Some welder manufacturers have attempted to address this issue by reducing the smoothing circuitry, and instead adding extra filters in units
for stainless steel welding.
There are other problems connected with option one. Incorrect adjustments and/or timing
differences problems in the SCR can create non-symmetric stresses or loads, which shorten
maintenance intervals or lifetime of mains transformers. Misfiring of the rectifier’s switches
can also lead to a higher ripple at an even lower ripple frequency, thereby increasing the
risk of weld quality problems, even at lower weld speeds. It is then a question whether the
DC smoothing circuitry is sufficiently dimensioned to cope with such non-ideal operation. It
is not possible to remove this problem by power regulation at a later stage in the converter.
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The second option—to handle the unwanted ripple with regulation only, without any filtering
components—is rarely used. Some energy storage devices to secure energy for regulation
are needed. The smoothing circuitry also has a positive effect on the mains power supply’s
power factor.
Option number three (power regulation after the rectifier, together with some smoothing
circuitry) is possible in welders where a DC chopper or the inverter takes care of the power
control. In this case the rectifier can be of the passive diode rectifier type. The switching
frequency of the DC chopper is many times higher than the mains supply frequency, making the chopper response time fast enough for proper regulation. The inverter in the Weldac
takes care of power control. The market’s fastest power regulation, it operates directly on the
weld frequency, reducing ripple to a minimum.

Figure 4: DC voltage during power input

Figure 5: DC voltage during power input

to volume ΔV1

to volume ΔV2

Figure 6: Converter structure, power control in the SCR
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Figure 7: Converter structure, power control by a DC chopper

Figure 8: Converter structure, power control in the inverter

Some claim it is best to have a passive smoothing circuit, and not depend on electronics for
smoothing the ripple. However, this approach requires attention to the overall use of regulation circuitry. Solid state welders with controlled rectifiers require control electronics for the
rectifier and the inverter. Welders with diode rectifier and DC chopper require electronics for
controlling the DC chopper and the inverter. Welders with diode rectifier and power control
in the inverter require control electronics for the inverter only. The ripple reduction circuitry
is an inherent part of the power control for the two latter types of welders.
A welder with diode rectifier, some smoothing circuitry and ultra-fast regulation in the inverter, as close to the load as possible, is the best overall solution. The converter topology
is shown in Figure 8. As a standard feature, the EFD Induction Weldac guarantees output
power ripple to be less than one per cent, even with distorted mains supply in the factory.
This makes the Weldac ideal for high-speed lines and stainless steel welding without the
installation of extra smoothing circuitry.
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Summary
The preceding pages explained just some of the features and benefits offered by the EFD
Induction Weldac. Of course, the material here can not possibly describe all the Weldacs
advantages in detail. To learn more about the Weldac—perhaps to review case stories where
the Weldac has dramatically improved costs, output, and quality—just write to us at:
sales@efdgroup.net
You can also contact your nearest EFD Induction office. You’ll find all our contact details at:
www.efd-induction.com
To directly contact the head of our welding division, just call or drop a line to Peter Runeborg.
pru@no.efdgroup.net
Tel:
+ 47 3550 6089
Mobile: + 47 9097 4755
Benefits in brief
An EFD Induction is a proven business tool—a high-uptime, high-throughput welder that
is relied upon by some of the biggest names in the world’s tube and pipe industry. Here, in
brief, are some of the main benefits delivered by a Weldac solution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Weldac is a rugged, reliable welder that keeps on working through short circuits and
in the toughest environments. It achieves this by:
Using ultra-reliable IGBT transistors—so reliable that the Weldac is the only welder covered by a unique five-year warranty for the inverter modules and driver cards
Handling extremes of ambient and cooling water temperature
Being built to stringent standards, and incorporating expertise gained from more than
half a century in the induction heating industry
The Weldac operates with the lowest possible voltage in the output circuit.
The Weldac’s electronics do not include continuously operating mechanical parts, thereby avoiding many of the problems caused by fatigue, wear and jamming.
Use of recipes helps ensure quick start-up for new products
Featuring a broad matching range with no unsafe or restricted areas
Minimizing operator intervention during changeovers
Delivering a stable weld temperature—Weldac guarantees an output power ripple of less
than one per cent, even with a distorted mains supply
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The Weldac is supported by a global network of EFD Induction factories, workshops and
offices. Wherever you are, after-sales service and support is never far away. You can also
benefit from our ongoing program of operator training courses and component upgrades.
After all, welding is a constantly evolving and developing business. We make sure you stay
up to speed.
The above document is a shortened and edited version of three technical articles written by
EFD Induction welding specialists: ‘Maximizing Uptime in High-Frequency Tube and Pipe
Welding’, ‘Maximizing Output in High-Frequency Tube and Pipe Welding’, ‘Consistent Quality in High-Frequency Tube and Pipe Welding’. To see the articles and the relevant footnotes,
please to: www.efd-induction.com/articles
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